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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this work is to explore, examine and analyze how 

much of an impact BITs can lawfully have on the choices available 

to governments to take necessary measures for the protection of 

health, safety, the environment and human rights. This calls for a 

return to first principles of sovereignty, constitutionalism and 

international law on the issues of sovereign authority with respect 

to domestic policy relating to security and other critical social 

policies. Any interpretation of the substantive content or the 

restraining effects of BITs must be framed against the backdrop of 

these first principles. Although the cases are still too few for any 

concrete statements to be made about the restraining impact of 

investment protection provisions on contracting States, there 

appears to be some suggestion of a serious policy chill on 

contracting States. In view of this, it appears useful to explore 

avenues of empowering States, particularly the weaker States, with 
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regards to their obligations under current BITs. In conclusion, a 

State owes certain indelible duties to its citizens which it may not 

be surrendered or abandoned in a treaty for private profit. The 

State has the duty to protect its citizens not only from a hostile 

force but also from threats to their right to life, habitation, health 

and safety. Such responsibilities of the State may be said to be 

indelible, inherent and cannot be waived or surrendered in a treaty. 
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